What is the Tea Party? A network? A movement? Or anything
else?
The best characterization of the Tea Party is that it is a social and
political movement consisting of two essential threads.
One thread is the very powerful strain of free-market absolutism that
arose, especially among conservative corporate elites, in opposition to
the policies of the New Deal under Franklin Roosevelt. It has formed
the ideology of the conservative movement that has worked since the
1930s to dominate the Republican Party and change the direction of
social policy in the USA away from New Deal liberalism and its
successors. Until about 1980, when free-market conservatism came to
power with the election of Ronald Reagan, this conservatism endured
as an insurgency on the outside of power in the USA. Since achieving
power, American conservatism has moved consistently rightward,
rendering itself consistently unhappy with the concessions and
compromises of conservative politicians in power, maintaining its sense
of itself as an insurgent force.
The second thread is right-wing populism, which has emerged
periodically among traditional populations in the USA for the last
hundred years. For example, right-wing populism was influential in the
imposition of Prohibition (the ban on the sale of alcohol in the USA
between 1919 and 1933)—in this worldview “demon rum” explained
the dysfunctions owing to immigration, urbanization and
industrialization in the country in the early 20th century. This populism
also rose up against the teaching of evolution in the schools, as this
contradicted the fundamentalist (i.e., literalist; word-for-word)
interpretation of the Bible. With the repeal of Prohibition and the
courtroom reverses of the famous Scopes “monkey trial,” right-wing
populism lay largely dormant for decades.
The “sixties” reawakened rightwing populism in the US. Fundamental
premises and power relations of the traditional worldview seemed
threatened as never before: race (the civil rights movement); gender
(the women’s movement, the gay movement); patriotism (the anti-war
movement); religion (legalization of abortion and banning prayer in
public schools); morality (drugs, sex and rock and roll).
In the 1970s free-market absolutists and populist traditionalists came
together in the conservative movement that came to national power by
the end of that decade and dominated American politics for the next 25
years.

The Tea Party represents another instance of these two political forces
coming together in a powerful movement—this time with a level of
radicalness we have not seen before. It also came as a considerable
surprise to many, as conventional political thinking in the USA had
come to the conclusion that the conservative movement, after its thirty
years dominating American politics, had run aground after the
disastrous presidency of George W. Bush.
What are the reasons behind the rise of the Tea Party?
Two events energized the resurgence of both right-wing populism and
free-market absolutism in the fall of 2008: the 1930s-like financial
crisis and the election of Barack Obama as President of the United
States.
Free-market absolutists mobilized very quickly to exploit the financial
crisis to further their long-term goals of lowering taxes to a bare
minimum and dismantling the American welfare state. These activists
belonged to rich and established right-wing groups that saw in the
crisis a historic opportunity to score a decisive victory in their longrunning history of trying to supplant Keynesian economics with the
doctrines of Hayek, Friedman and Laffer. They swiftly seized on the
“Tea Party” theme, creating national networks, often internet-based,
which convened regularly and coordinated with conservative mass
media in the US. As Tea Party groups sprung up by the thousands
across the country, these right-wing power brokers offered financial,
strategic and political assistance to many of these new organizations,
and helped raise some local leaders (especially those focused on fiscal
issues) to national prominence.
The constituency of the Tea Party is overwhelmingly white, upper
middle class, and late middle-aged (50s-60s-70s). The financial crisis,
with its accompanying huge drop in the value of people’s homes,
created a panic among this constituency that their relatively stable and
secure economic condition might suddenly be in jeopardy. Tea Partiers
see themselves as the “real Americans” who have worked hard all their
lives, earned everything they have, and view liberals, unions, and often
minorities, as forces trying to take away what they possess and
redistribute it to the “undeserving,” the poor who haven’t worked hard.
The election of a Democratic president—an African-American
Democratic president—turned this panic into a political movement. The

long-standing resentment of Democratic “cultural elitism”—the sense
on the populist right that liberals “think they know better and want to
tell us how to live our lives”—now combined with the fear of economic
dispossession—taking away what “we” have and giving it to “them”—to
produce a motivation powerful enough to mobilize millions under the
Tea Party banner.
This sentiment led to a profound convergence between this populist
base and the free-market absolutists. That liberal social policy now
seemed to Tea Partiers an attempt to take away their economic
security meshed perhaps as never before with free-market absolutists’
goal of doing away with the welfare state. What put the Tea Party on
the American political map more than anything else was their fierce
resistance to Obama’s attempt to move the country toward universal
health insurance. To Tea Partiers this epitomized their sense that what
they had—reliable health insurance—would be put in jeopardy by
offering something similar to those without—who, they felt, didn’t
deserve it anyway.
Is it really a grass-roots organization?
This question gets at the two-headed nature of the movement, as
described earlier, free-market absolutism and populism, and asks,
essentially, is the populist, or grass-roots quality, of the movement a
genuine uprising, or is it somehow a front for the powerful and
established interests of free-market absolutism. In the USA, this
debate is framed as: Is the Tea Party a grass roots movement or an
Astroturf movement. (Astroturf is synthetic grass that was developed in
the 1960s for indoor baseball stadiums in the USA.)
The answer is, the movement is both.
While the “Astroturf” wing, established right-wing institutions, helped
form and guide the movement toward focusing on free-market
absolutism, they soon discovered that the groups that formed out in
American cities and small towns, would act with considerable
autonomy.
A good example of the limits the “Astroturfers” ran into concerns the
movement’s signature opposition to Obama’s health insurance
initiative. For the extreme free-marketers, opposition to Obama was of
a piece with their opposition to the welfare state in its entirety—
including Social Security (old age pensions) and Medicare (old-age

medical insurance.) In their view, the Tea Party should naturally stand
for rolling back Medicare as well as opposing extending health coverage
to America’s 40 to 50 million uninsured citizens—what the movement
came to call “Obamacare.”
Here, the populist Tea Party did not go along. Despite its obvious
contradiction (to outsiders), the following protest sign made frequent
appearances at Tea Party rallies against ‘Obamacare’: “Government
hands off my Medicare.” The populists were not against the welfare
state per se; they were against extending it to others.
Further, the “Astroturf” Tea Party, focused as they are on extreme
free-market policies, very much wants to separate the Tea Party from
the “social issues:” that collection of moral and, often, religious, issues
that are central to the traditionalists of the right wing—issues like
opposition to abortion, and opposition to the separation of church and
state. The “Astroturf” wing will often claim that focusing on the place of
the social issues in dealing with the Tea Party is a reflection of liberal
media bias—attempting to show the Tea party in a negative light; as
“wingnuts”. But at the grass roots level, there is no question about the
weight and importance of the social issues. In one Pennsylvania Tea
Party group, a fierce debate broke out about whether the social issues
should be part of the agenda. Here’s how one activist put it: “God did
not wake me up for four months at a time at four in the morning to
say…’we’ve got a tax issue’… He woke me up because he said ‘,my
country doesn’t love me like it used to love me.’

For observers from Europe and especially Germany the Tea Party
looks really strange. It looks like a mixture of people believing in
conspiracy theories like climate change, Obama being a Muslim and a
foreigner, pro-life activists, weapons fanatics and so forth. What is
really the grass roots level (basis) of the Tea Party?
This question addresses the peculiarities of the populist wing of the Tea
Party. Right-wing populism in the USA has always had components of
nativism and Christian radicalism. In addition, long-established and often
very far right organizations have sought to ride the Tea Party wave.
Sometimes their political signatures, like gun fanaticism and threatening
armed resistance, make their way into Tea Party discourse and
demonstrations, though these elements are a distraction from what is the
core of Tea Party radicalism.

Central to grasping what seems “strange” about Tea Party populism is
understanding their sense of themselves, their identity. As with many rightwing movements, the Tea Partiersʼ self-perception, as the “real Americans,”
is constructed in contrast to the “Other”. The Other for the Tea Party is
foreign and non-Christian. One strange feature of the Tea Party is the
tendency to equate Obama personally, and the liberalism of the Democratic
Party, with “foreign,” and sometimes, “enemy” ideologies—communism,
Nazism; Obama as Hitler or Stalin. Sometimes liberalism in the Tea Partyʼs
eyes is condemned simply as “European.”
It is interesting to note that the last time a Democratic president came into
office, Bill Clinton in 1993, there was as well an upshot of activity on the far
right—at that time it was among American militia movements. In each case
there was a sense that, after years of Republican presidencies, someone
“un-American” was now running the country. The feeling on the far right is
akin to the conviction that “their” country has come under foreign
occupation. Perhaps the most commonly expressed sentiment in the Tea
Party is the need “to take our country back”—meaning from the unAmerican Other that has taken it away.
In the case of Obama, race is also involved. Explicit racism has become out
of bounds in American politics, even in its most conservative precincts.
When racism appears in American politics these days, it does so through
indirection. The conviction, widely held in the Tea Party, that Obama was
not born in the USA (and is therefore constitutionally not a legitimate
president) personalizes the “foreignness” of the Democratic Party as never
before. For those on the far right, calling him a Muslim is equating him with
what they think of as the nationʼs current great foreign enemy—as calling
liberalism communist or fascist associated it with Americaʼs great foreign
enemies of the twentieth century. This extreme “othering” of Obama is the
dominant indirect expression of racism with respect to a black man in the
White House.

How would you categorize the Tea Party? Is it a more or less normal
conservative movement? A orthodox conservative movement? Or a
right populist or a radical right movement?
As you can see from the earlier responses, I think of the Tea Party as a
hybrid movement, as embodying two major, and distinct, components, its
free-market absolutist and its populist sides. Accordingly, the movement

cannot be simply reduced to a single label.
The free-market absolutist side, as I've suggested, is a continuation of the
conservatism that arose in the 1930s in the face of Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal, and has opposed American liberalism ever since. It may be
reasonable to consider this a variation of classical conservatism—call it
“American conservatism.” If we think of classical conservatism as that
branch of politics and thought which emerged in reaction to the French
Revolution, with Edmund Burke as its seminal thinker, its object was to
oppose political democracy in favor of maintaining political power in the
hands of traditional classes. With respect to the arrangements of political
economy, the urgent set of problems posed by the emergence of the
modern industrial order, classical conservatism was a flexible point of view,
willing to entertain a variety of solutions beyond laissez-faire economics, so
long as politics stayed in traditional hands. To wit--the emergence of the
welfare state in Bismarck's Germany.
American conservatism, emerging as it did in reaction against the political
economic innovations of the New Deal, had and still has as its object, to
oppose social democracy. So American conservatism has all along been a
conservative variant married to free-market absolutism in a way that is
largely absent from, say, the European tradition of conservatism.
If we take the populist side of the Tea Party, this branch conforms fairly
accurately to the conventions of American right-wing populism. In particular,
the tradition often called "producerism" is significant here. Producerism is a
point of view of a stressed middle-stratum social group that feels itself
squeezed, like in a vice, from above and below. From above, they see
elites, sometimes economic and sometimes, as in the Tea Party case,
cultural. From below, they see the poor--historically minorities and
immigrants. The panic caused by the financial and housing collapse of
2008 provoked a "producerist" response, the fear that the liberal world, its
elites now in power and their "undeserving" base energized and expecting
reform, will use this opportunity to strip the Tea Partiers of what they have
earned.

